tools
trade
of
the

BlackBerry Storm

Research in Motion has
released the latest BlackBerry—the Storm. This
smart phone will be available only to Verizon Wireless customers. The Storm
features a touch interface
with a keyboard that has a
unique response and support for single-touch,
multi-touch, and gestures
for flexible navigation.
The screen gives slightly,
and a click is heard as you
depress keys or icons. The
Storm combines a reliable
3G network with the
BlackBerry platform.
56
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There are the familiar
BlackBerry keys (phone,
menu, and escape) as well
as support for taps, slides,
and other gestures. Rotate
the phone, and the screen
switches from portrait to
landscape. A full QWERTY
keyboard is available in
landscape mode. The highperformance Web browser
works in either orientation
and supports personal and
corporate e-mail and text
(SMS), picture (MMS),
and instant (IM) messaging on the most prevalent
consumer and enterprise
platforms. Preloaded Documents to Go lets you edit
MS Word, Excel, and PowerPoint files. There’s 1GB
of onboard memory and a
microSD/SDHD memory
card slot that will handle
up to 16GB more. The
Storm has a 3.2 megapixel
camera with variable
zoom, auto focus, flash,
and video.
www.blackberry.com

TechSmith’s SnagIt is one
of the most useful PC utilities available under $50.

November 2008

That Print Screen/SysRq
key at the top of your keyboard becomes functional
when you load SnagIt,
allowing you to take snapshots and the most extensive notes on anything
that you’re working on or
browsing. SnagIt can capture the whole screen, a
window, a region you
define, a button, a menu,
an icon, an error message,
or the whole scrolling
Web page. It will keep the
links live from Web content you capture. You can
even capture and save
video. The expanded editing functions in 9.0 let
you rotate, crop, and
resize your images, as well

as add edge effects,
arrows, and text boxes.
You can save what you’ve
snagged in various formats; you can directly
export to e-mail, your
blog, or programs like
Word or Excel; or you can
just print and/or save the
content. The new Library
function saves captures
organized with keywords
and flags while providing
a search pane to find
archived content. This is
far and away the best
Internet “note-taking”
utility, and, with the
Library in the new version, it becomes even
more indispensable.
www.techsmith.com

SnagIt Screen Capture

The Seagate FreeAgent™
Go Drive is a pocket-sized
storage drive that’s available in 250GB, 320GB, and
500GB sizes. You can use it
on your desk in a matching docking station or take
it with you using the flexible USB cord. The docking
station is available as an
optional accessory, and it
comes with a black

Tech Forum

Enterprise Open Source Adoption ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ O’REILLY MEDIA, THE PUBLISHER that has been such a

Proprietary software licenses are expensive, and they limit

force behind the Open Source Movement, has released an

the number of users as well as the type or number of

O’Reilly Radar Report on the current state of Open Source

machines on which the software can be installed. Open

in the Enterprise—2008. The 50-page report, written by

source licenses don’t limit the number of users or type of

Bernard Golden, identifies six advantages that have

machines, and, most important, there are no license fees.

encouraged enterprises to adopt open source solutions.

Companies like RedHat have for-fee services, but the soft-

For each of these key drivers, there are case studies of

ware, Linux, is offered free without licensing conditions.

enterprise adoption of open source. The report concludes

Open source development is transparent because the com-

with action plans for three kinds of adopters—early, main-

munity developing it, the history, and the full code are avail-

stream, and advanced.

able to anyone who is considering adopting.

Several essential differences between open source and
proprietary software expose the advantages of open source.

The success of open source online is obvious with programs like Apache. Golden points out that “Open source
continued on next page

Seagate Go Drive

leatherette carrying case if
you decide to take the
docking station with you,
too. The Go Drive is the
slimmest external drive
available today at 12.5mm
(under one-half inch), and
it features advanced shock
and vibration protection.
It’s available in four colors:
silver, black, red, and blue.
The red and blue are available in 320GB, while the
silver and black include all
three size configurations.

The drive is just slightly
larger than 3" ✕ 5" overall,
and it weighs 5.6 ounces.
It runs USB 2.0 (up to
480Mb per second) with a
speed of 5,400 RPM. You
can set up an auto-backup
function for your desktop
and also use on-board
encryption to protect files.
The Go Drive is available
for Windows XP and Vista
and Mac OS X 10.4.9 or
later. www.seagate.com
Samsung Electronics has
released a line of highperformance, low-density
SATA II solid-state drives
(SSDs) for the low-priced
PC market. These drives
are relatively low capacity
at 8GB, 16GB, and 32GB,
but they have a number of
advantages over the standard spinning hard-drives
built into PCs and laptops. The Samsung drives
are flash drives, which

means they don’t have the
noise or potential for
crashes caused by dropping or hitting your laptop that conventional
hard drives—platter and
read-write heads—have.
More important, though,
the Samsung SSDs are
much faster and run cooler than equivalent hard
disks. The lower power
consumption for these
drives produces less heat,

and the boot-up time will
be much faster as will the
opening of programs. The
Samsung SSDs outperforms many of the lowdensity SSDs in use today.
The 32GB MLC-based
drive will read data
(sequentially) at 90MB/s
and write it at 70MB/s.
Visit www.samsungssd.
com for cost of ownership, test video, and
distributors. ■

Samsung Flash Drive
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case study for these drivers is a com-

Cost. Golden argues, “The proprietary

serves as the foundation for Web 2.0

pany called Coverity, a Silicon Valley

license fee model worked during a

companies like Facebook and

concern that tests software quality.

time that IT was confined to isolated

YouTube. And it powers most SaaS

Along with Stanford University, Coveri-

applications residing within a

(Software as a Service) companies

ty tested the quality of the Linux oper-

company’s firewall. It is unsupport-

like Salesforce and NetSuite.”

ating system’s kernel. It found that

able in today’s IT-centric world.” With

“Linux code averaged .17 bugs per

open source solutions, there are no

on IT departments to decrease

thousand lines of code (KLOC). By

upfront license fees, and there’s the

spending (Golden estimates 3%–5%

contrast,” writes Golden, “Carnegie

ability to scale inexpensively. The

each year) is compounded by infla-

Mellon University’s Cylab Sustainable

cost case study is Big Lots, the

tion, creating a 7%–8% real decrease

Computing Consortium estimates

closeout retailer. With seven distribu-

each year. The reflex reactions to this

that commercial software averages

tion centers to serve more than

budgetary pressure have included

30 to 40 bugs per KLOC (weaker by a

1,300 retail stores, the company

outsourcing, renegotiating with ven-

factor of 200+).” The quality of the

chose the open source JBoss Appli-

dors, and decreasing headcount. The

Linux kernel is guaranteed by thou-

cation Platform for its Point-of-Sale

author calls this the Scylla and

sands of developers around the world

systems. Big Lots hasn’t revealed

Charybdis of “do more with less.”

constantly testing and improving the

what it has saved, but Golden esti-

Golden explains: “Open source is a

code. The number for all programs

mates, “Given that typical pricing of

compelling solution. Its low cost

tested was a mere .25. Other open

application servers runs $10,000

helps address budget constraints,

source software that Coverity found

and up per instance, the cost sav-

while its flexibility and expansive

exceptional include Postfix, Perl, PHP,

ings available across the data cen-

licensing terms help support ‘Enter-

Python, and Samba.

ters and over 1,300 stores is

Within corporations, the pressure

prise 2.0’ functionality requirements.”

obviously very large—perhaps
Breaking Vendor Lock-in. Proprietary
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upwards of $10 million.”

Six Adoption Drivers

software, once it’s entrenched in an

Agility and Scale. Open source offers

enterprise, exudes a “stickiness”

Sovereignty. This adoption driver

the ability to grow and modify sys-

that’s accompanied by high switching

involves the reluctance on the part of

tems. Companies changing because

costs. If this is complicated with

other global entities to get locked

of seasonality, corporate restructuring,

nonstandard functionality and no

into “American” software that lacks

globalization, and new business oppor-

ability to fix critical bugs or cus-

localized functionality and is prohibi-

tunities can benefit from its flexibility.

tomize the software, the lock-in is

tively expensive. The case study

The case study Golden uses to illus-

even more costly. Open source soft-

used is Brazil’s Telecentros.

trate these qualities is PayPal. “Linux

ware includes the source code, so a

is used as the foundation of its oper-

user doesn’t have to wait for the

Innovation. Finally, open source flexi-

ating infrastructure, which has enabled

vendor to come back to implement

bility permits open-ended possibili-

PayPal to rapidly grow its number of

features, nor does he or she have to

ties both for those using the

servers to manage scaling.” He adds,

live with nonstandard functions. They

software and those developing it,

“PayPal uses open source as the

can just be stripped out of the pro-

such as the thousands of coders on

basis for its integration interfaces,

gram. Because no single vendor con-

Sourceforge, the world’s largest

allowing it to quickly and cheaply begin

trols the code of open source

development and distribution center

working with new partners.”

programs, there’s always the choice

for open source (www.sourceforge.

of another support provider for the

net). Golden follows JPMorgan

Quality and Security. The quality of

same program. The vendor lock-in

Chase’s efforts at building a middle-

the software an enterprise uses

case study is Kaplan Test Prep and

ware solution.

directly affects employee productivity,

Admissions. Golden describes how

business continuity, and critical oper-

Kaplan Test developed a three-phase

http://opensource.oreilly.com. It

ations and safety. Two side issues

initiative to move from a Microsoft

should be required reading for all who

are attack vulnerability and vendor

and Java “do-it-yourself” IT shop to

are locked in and would like a little

responses to vulnerabilities. The

open source.

more freedom and fewer fees.
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The O’Reilly report is available at

■

